Review of
Bell B206 Replica Collective
Manufactured by OE-XAM

Intro

During my journey around flight simulation hardware, I have seen and tested a variety of different
modules, control systems and programing software together with trying out my skills of building
modules and a complete home cockpit myself.
My focus has always been on the GA aviation aircrafts, the jet airliners and military fighters etc. but
some time ago I got very interested in helicopter simulation as well. However, I found that the
hardware market for helicopter simulation gear was rather limited and simply just finding a collective
that was usable, became a bit difficult.
After a long search I finally found the OE-XAM website which opened up a completely new world of
flight simulation for me. In this review I will share with you my experience of a PRO collective that I
have had the pleasure of taking a look at. The OE-XAMs replica Bell B206 collective, featuring both a
rotor blade pitch angle control, engine rpm control (twist handle) and additional supporting buttons
and toggle switches.

Packing and Delivery

The delivery was carried out by an international distribution company, and the delivery lead-time was
fair – only 3-4 days for the delivery going from Austria to Denmark. Upon ordering the transport OEXAM also sent me a track and trace number, so that I was able to locate the collective at all times and
thereby monitoring the transport.
I received the collective packed inside a hard cardboard box filled with polystyrene foam pieces. The
collective was furthermore wrapped in bubble plastic that was secured by tape with the excellent
chosen marking Remove before Flight. The packaging of the collective was up to all standards and it
would be more than difficult to damage the collective during transport.
Overall the delivery and packaging was superb.

The Look and Feel

When purchasing this collective you receive a collective that is a plug and play collective supported by
a USB connection. No additional USB cable, power cable or other wires or similar is needed – this is a
complete unit ready for flight.
The power supply for the collective is all coming from the USB connection – this works perfectly and I
had absolutely no issues in that regard. I tried to connect the collective both directly to the computer
but also through an active and a passive USB-hub, again without any issues.
The collective is built by using several kinds of materials. The base casing is divided into a left and a
right side made from metal which then is welded on to a metal bracket. The end and top of the casing
is a special-formed hardened plastic piece that is colored in the same black color as the complete
collective unit.
The collective lever itself is also made of metal – probably a metal pipe with the wires for the switches,
buttons and potentiometers running inside. Outside the metal lever is mounted a handle made of some
kind of plastic/rubber that supports the twist function.
At the end of the collective lever there is built a casing that supports the toggle switches and the
pushbuttons – well actually one of the buttons is located on a ring on the collective arm – this ring is
made from hardened plastic as well as the casing.
All the electronics as e.g. the PCB and the wirings are perfectly hidden inside the collective so that the
experience of using the collective is as realistic as possible.

Functions included are two potentiometers which are supporting the rotor blade pitch angle control
(collective arm up/down) and the rpms control (the twist handle function). Furthermore there are
included two pushbuttons – the first one is the Engine Starter button located on the handle-end
casing and the second is the Idle Release button located on the collective arm ring.
There are also two toggle switches included both are placed on the handle-end casing. The left one is
an on/off toggle switch supporting the Lights on/off function and the second toggle switch, located to
the right of the first toggle switch, is a momentary on/off/on switch supporting the GOV RPM
increase/decrease function.
The idle release button as well as the handle-end casing has both laser engraved legends. For the casing
the legends are for the engine starter button and the two toggle switches, which provide the collective
with a very professional look and a very nice realistic experience of the unit.
On the twist handle there is also created a legend stating Throttle Increase with an additional arrow
pointing the rotation way of increasing the throttle. On the other end of the collective lever – the end
located at the base casing, there is also created legends stating Friction Open and No Storage – Keep
Area Clear.
An additional feature this collective has is the friction control which is located at the base casing – this
is a nice touch and this enables the simmer to tighten the friction handle to his/hers requirements. A
collective in my opinion has to move very smoothly up and down but at the same time also be able to
stay at the position which I have place the collective without me having to hold it.
This is possible due to the friction control – the outer points are really in the opposite direction of each
other meaning that I can tighten the friction so much that it indeed is very difficult to move = not very
realistic since the movement is thereby not smooth. On the other side I can release the friction control
to a level where the movement is super smooth but then the collective is not able to stay in the placed
position.
By using the friction control it is then possible to both get a smooth movement up and down and at the
same time also get the steady hold position function.
I have not tried to disassemble the collective so I cannot verify or state exactly how it is built – viewed
from the inside. I also cannot verify if the collective has been built using hall-effect-sensors for better
performance. However I have not experienced any kind of fall-outs on neither of the potentiometers, so
that would probably mean that the collective is actually built with hall effect sensors or simply with
high quality potentiometers.

Setup, Connection and Programing

Even though the collective is a plug and play unit there are just a few steps that do need to be
completed prior to having the fun.
First the collective has to be mounted into your home cockpit. It will be very difficult to use the
collective as a desktop controller because of the length and the friction control. To gain the best
flightsim experience you will therefore need to mount the collective on e.g. a pedestal, a box, your pilot
seat/chair or similar so that it cannot move when used.
To mount the collective can be done in various ways, but OE-XAM has prepared the collective to be
mounted on to a horizontal surface. The mounting bracket at the bottom of the base casing is created
with 4 corner holes to support screws. This is thereby super easy to mount the collective and go to the
next step.
Step 2 is to connect the collective. This is also really easy since the collective already features a USB
connection cable, so all you have to do is to connect the cable to the computer or USB-hub depending
on your setup and all necessary drivers are then automatically installed.
Next step is to do a calibration of the collective – well actually you can already now use the collective,
but I found that I could not get the complete axis on both the pitch and rpms to function correctly, so I
would suggest doing a calibration of both axis (potentiometers).
The calibration can be done using either the Windows calibration tool, the FSX calibration tool or
even FSUIPC. Probably also 3rd party calibration software can be used, but I did my calibration
through the calibration tool within FSX.
Both axis, the two pushbuttons and the two toggle switches can all be assigned using the FSX
assigning tool or e.g. FSUIPC or similar – assigning is simple and takes just a few minutes all-in-all and
then you are ready for flight. You can of course assign any function to the buttons, switches and axis
but to get the most realistic experience, I would of course suggest assigning the functions described by
the legends.
Since FSX does not have a real axis setup for helicopters you do need to be a little creative. Controlling
the pitch angle of the main rotor blades (collective Z-axis) are done with the engine throttle control
axis and the controlling of the engine rpms (collective X-rotation) are done with either the mixture
axis and/or the propeller axis depending on the add-on you are going to use the collective for. This is
how the assignment of the two axis are mapped and this works perfectly – se picture on the next page.

If you are unclear on how the collective has to be connected etc. there is a downloadable manual /
Installation guide at OE-XAMs website. This manual is a very easy to read and understand manual also
even though English might not be your mother tongue.
The manual describes how to connect, calibrate and assign functions to the collective and if you are
not familiar with hardware like this I would suggest reading the manual before starting up a flight. The
manual is only 7 pages including pictures, so no need to worry about spending several hours of reading.
Now after going through these few steps you are now ready to start up a flight. The collective is
originally created to support DODOsims Bell B206 however I have tested the collective on a variety of
helicopters as e.g. both the default helicopters, Area-51’s OH-58D and AH-64D, Virtavia’s S-61 Sea
king, CERA’s Bell B212 and Milviz’s Bell B407 and MD530F together with several other helicopter addons and the collective works perfectly with all the helicopters that I tried.

Conclusion

To wrap up my experience of this collective I will state that this is one awesome piece of hardware
which absolutely gave me an enhanced and very realistic flightsim experience. This collective is
certainly of a very high quality, the realism is exceptional especially due to the quality but also due to
the fact that this collective is a replica collective that most certainly looks exactly like the real Bell
B206 collective (see pictures after the conclusion).
I have not tried to fly in a Bell B206 helicopter in real life and therefore I have of course also not tried to
use a Bell B206 collective in real life. The experience I got using the replica collective was certainly very
realistic and at the same time it was a completely different flightsim experience then flying the add-on
helicopters with a standard throttle system.
I am very impressed by the level of accuracy this collective has been created with. The detailing is
exceptional, the chosen materials are high quality materials, the finish is awesome and the overall
experience of the collective is certainly extraordinary. If I should point my fingers towards anything
that could have been better, it would only be that it could have been cool if the end-casing (with the
toggle switches) and the supporting ring where the idle release buttons is placed on, were made from
metal instead of hardened plastic.
If you are into flying helicopters I would certainly recommend spending a few Euros buying this
awesome piece of hardware – the price tag is not that huge and OE-XAM is able to send the collective
outside Europe as well.
I rate this collective from OE-XAM with a full 5/5 stars together with the Rays Aviation Gold Award
for an incredible and extraordinary piece of flight simulation gear. Also, I would like to thank the team
at OE-XAM for their superb creation and contribution to the flightsim community – the experience of
flying helicopters in FSX has now truly been lifted to a completely new level.
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